Wood Finish

WOOD

Wood Finish - Matte

MATTE finish

Under normal residential conditions a wood floor should be cleaned and refinished with two
coats of Hydro-Force Wood Finish at least every two years. It should be done each year under
heavy traffic conditions. Hydro-Force Wood Finish should not be used as a primary finish. If
floors are either new or must be sanded down to bare wood, Hydro-Force Wood Finish should
not be used. Use it only as a maintenance topcoat where an existing primary coat of quality
finish has already been applied.

Instructions
1. Clean: Before finishing a floor or other
hardwood surface first clean surface with
Hydro-Force Wood cleaner. Scrub the
surface with a maroon pad or equivalent to
remove soil, damaged finish and to affect
a slight amount of abrasion that allows
Hydro-Force Wood Finish to adhere to the
surface. Follow the directions on the Wood
Cleaner Label. More details may be found
in the Hydro-Force Wood Products Training
Manual.
2. Repair Damaged Areas: Repair scratches,
gouges or other damage to the wood
surface with Hydro-Force Wood Patch.
Refer to the Wood Products training
manual and video for directions.
3. Finish the Hardwood Surface: Once the
floor or other surface is properly prepared,
it is ready to be finished with Hydro-Force
Wood Finish. Shake well before each use.
For floors, pour a pool of the product about
the size of a saucer on the floor. Spread
the finish in an even coat over the floor
with the Hydro-Force Applicator and fitted
terry-cloth pad. Continue to pour and
spread the product until an even coating
has been applied over the entire area.
Allow at least 30 minutes for drying and
apply another coat in the same fashion.
You may judge drying visually. Allow about
10 additional minutes for drying after the
surface appears dry.

Cabinets and Furniture Surface: Apply finish
with a soft lint free cloth. Use latex or rubber
gloves to keep finish from bonding to hands.
Finish should be applied in a lighter coat than
is needed for a floor application. A third coat
of finish may be needed for an acceptable
appearance.
Fire and Water Damage Restoration: HydroForce’s Wood Finish is a greater sealer/finish
to use after a fire or smoke damage, sealing
in odors while adding a new protective finish.
Hydro-Force’s Wood Finish can be used after
water losses to restore small surface checks
while adding a new surface finish. Clean
floor, cabinets and furniture with your normal
restoration cleaners. A final surface cleaning
is needed with Hydro-Force Wood Cleaner to
neutralize and prep the surface. Apply finish
as directed above.
Coverage:
Approximately 1,000 sq. feet per gallon.
• The floor may be walked on without shoes
after drying for 1 - 2 hours.
• Furniture may be replaced after 24 hours.
Rugs may be replaced after three days.

Available in gallon bottles and 4 x 1 gallon cases
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